
Late Anna Sirkasheva at 
home in the village of 
Chelukhoevo, Kemerovo 
region (1992) (DF)

A fragment of an important 
ritual object called emegen-
der in a remote part of the 
city of Novokuznetsk - 
formerly an independent 
village of Teleuty (or Tomdor 
in Teleut language), Kem-
erovo region (1988). (DF)
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     The Teleut make up one of Siberia’s smallest native populations.  There are 2,658 Teleut 
people, according to the 2002 census data, living in the South of Western Siberia in the Belovo,
Gurievsk, and Novokuznetsk districts of Kemerovo Region.  This group is called the Bachat
Teleut after the names of the Bol’shoi Bachat and Malyi Bachat (Bachat is the left tributary of 
the Inya River which flows into the Ob’ River), along which Teleut villages were mostly 
concentrated.

     The Teleut speak a Turkic language they refer to as tadar til (the Tadar, or Tatar language).
They call themselves differently, depending on the type of social situation: Telenget, when they
communicate with people from other Turkic-language groups using a “generic,” or “common”
Turkic language in that communication.  They also refer to themselves as Teleut when they 
answer questions about their ethnic affiliation or nationality in Russian.  In conversations 
among themselves in their own language, they simply refer to themselves as Tadar. Among other 
Turkic groups of Sayan-Altai, however, they are often known as baiat, or pachat (baiattar, or 
pachattar - plural), which means essentially, “The Bachat Ones,” or “those who live as Bachat”. 

     The Teleut came to live in the area that they predominantly inhabit today not so long ago.  
The first Teleut families had settled in the Kuznetsk district, mainly at the Uskat River and the 
Kuznetsk fortress in the seventeenth century.  It was, however, only by the end of the eighteenth 
century that the Teleut emerged in the Bachat area. 

     Their nomadic way of life gradually became a subject for stories.  The Teleut turned
from horse, sheep, and camel herding to cattle breeding and plough agriculture.  These were 
complemented with gardening, hunting, fishing, and gathering.  The simplest types of timber 
and willow huts gave way to wodden and brick housing featuring several rooms and several
floors or levels.  A garage is rather typical among the house-yard constructions today.  Types
of dress and clothing changed in many ways as well.  Men’s traditional garments by now have 
given way to clothing that has no specific ethnic connotations.  Women’s traditional clothes are 
still worn regularly by women of middle-age and older generations while the youth wear 
traditional dresses on special occasions such as wedding ceremonies.  In both diet and preparation
of meals, Teleut habits are quite similar to those of surrounding ethnic groups - in particular to 
those of the Russian population.  Nevertheless, the tradition of cooking some national dishes of 
meat, milk, and flour products such as pelmen, tutmash, kan, porsok and others are still retained.

     The specificity of the Teleut traditional culture manifests itself most saliently in family rituals.
A several day long playful ritual act known as the Teleut wedding, accompanied with 
a striking amount of gifts with spectacular visits to each other and traditional cooking, seems to
have become somewhat the talk of the town not only among the dwellers of neighboring areas, 
but also due to persistent rumors and mass media among many other Kemerovo region residents
living hundreds of miles away from the Bachat. 

     The Teleut folklore, once rich and vibrant, today is mostly a heritage collected in state and
private archives.  Only a few older Teleut - connoisseurs of the local culture - do keep it 
committed to memory.  
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Spotlight on the Teleut
People of the Bol’shoi and Malyi Bachat



Some members of  the 
Chelukhoev family in the 
same village (1999). (DF)

During a wedding 
ceremony in the village of 
Ulus (Kemerovo region), a 
man spreads milk from a 
spoon toward ritual birches 
(devoted to some important 
deities of the Teleut 
pantheon, 1982). (DF)
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     The Soviet era had done away with the “great shamans”.   Nevertheless, among the Teleut
there still is a category of people who do not consider themselves to be kams (shamans), but
are able to perform some purification and cleansing rites, and know traditional exorcisms or
spell-casting texts.  Many Teleuts, being Christians, had nonetheless been through shamanic
healing procedures in their childhood or even adult years; therefore, they have some knowledge
or notion of kams and healing and divining shamanic séances.  On the whole, it has to be 
admitted, both shamans as a specific type of priests, and shamanism (as known through late
nineteenth and early twentieth century data) as a holistic worldview supported by a developed
ritual system, exist as something of the past among the Teleut.
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(continued from previous page)

    Photos for the article have been provided by Dr. D. Funk
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